
THE CHALLENGE
Humana People to People is a large network of over 30 organizations with a presence 
on four continents. Every day, over 10,000 employees must deal with highly sensitive 
information such as:

•  Financial statements and reports for donors
•  Student information at Humana’s schools
•  Employee information
•  HIV test results

For years, the protection of this data was in TrueCrypt’s hands. But after the popular 
open-source encryption solution was discontinued, and the number of TrueCrypt-
incompatible Windows 8 computers in the organization continued to grow, Humana 
knew it was time to search for an alternative.

THE SE ARCH
A focus on security without reducing user-friendliness was critical in the company’s 
decision. The last thing Humana wanted to do was increase their employees’ workload 
or threaten their effectiveness.

As Humana technicians began the search for a cost-effective TrueCrypt alternative to 
encrypt their new computers, they knew they needed to think about their users first.  
“TrueCrypt’s cost was an important factor; however, what we really liked about it was 
the ease of use. . . . Our computers and information are mainly handled by non-technical 
people, such as doctors, nurses and teachers,” explains Jesper Wohlert, Humana’s 
Director of European Partnerships. “That’s why ‘the simpler, the better’ became our 
motto.”

Jetico’s BestCrypt Volume Encryption, available for a 21-day trial, looked like it would 
do what they wanted it to do: encrypt entire disks with ease. But to be completely sure 
about their final decision, they also tested two other leading encryption solutions: open-
source DiskCryptor and Windows 8’s built-in utility, BitLocker. But neither impressed 
Humana’s team as BestCrypt had: “DiskCryptor crashed several computers and was 
difficult to install, while BitLocker from Windows 8 Pro is not always easy to get.”

THE SOLUTION
After evaluating their options, Humana decided to deploy BestCrypt Volume Encryption 
for all Windows 8 laptops within the organization.

“BestCrypt looked immediately like the right solution for all our needs,” Wohlert 
explains. “Its similarity with our former encryption tool eliminated any potential 
learning curve for our users, maintaining their productivity the same as always.”

Jetico’s solution is now successfully installed on a wide variety of computer models 
across Humana’s network.
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“ 
BestCrypt fulfilled our 
technical requirements, plus 
it turned out to be even easier 
than TrueCrypt!

“ 
Thanks to Jetico, all 
our computers are now 
protected from unwanted 
eyes.

“ 
Unlike similar companies, 
Jetico’s response to our 
needs was immediate [and] 
extremely positive.

J e s p e r  W o h l e r t ,  D i r e c t o r  o f  E u r o p e a n  P a r t n e r s h i p s ,  H u m a n a  P e o p l e  t o  P e o p l e

Why BestCrypt Volume Encryption?
•   Best TrueCrypt Alternative

•   Encrypt Entire Partitions or Volumes

•   Support for Windows 8 and 10

•   Easy to Use

•   Responsive, Reliable Company

Profile: Humana People to People is a 

network of over 30 organizations engaged 

in international solidarity, cooperation and 

development in Europe, Africa, Asia and the 

Americas. Their development work is rooted 

in a commitment to fight alongside the poor 

in a collective process that supports people 

to make changes, improve their lives and 

solve their problems. 

Industry: Non-profit

Employees: 10,000

Website: www.humana.org

Need for Encryption:  Confidentiality of 

personal, financial and medical information

Data Protection Pure & Simple

http://www.jetico.com/bestcrypt-alternative-to-truecrypt
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Thank you for your feedback!

We would like to thank everyone who has 
provided us with comments and suggestions 
for software enhancements and additions over 
the years. Many of your suggestions have been 
incorporated into our software. Without you, our 
products would not be what they are. 

About BestCrypt Volume Encryption
BestCrypt Volume Encryption is used to protect all data on entire hard drives in case of 
lost computers or stolen laptops. With pre-boot authentication, this program delivers 
superior whole-disk encryption for all data stored on fixed or removable storage devices.
 
Compared with traditional full-disk encryption, BestCrypt Volume Encryption offers the 
following added benefits:

•  More flexible solution (can work on RAID)
•  More user-friendly tool
•  Lighter performance impact 

Jetico announced support for Windows 8 in 2012, months before the operating system was 
commercially released. Licensed per endpoint, the current version of BestCrypt Volume 
Encryption also includes full support for Windows 10 and is compatible with the latest 
UEFI-based computers from all known major brands.
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Contact Jetico Enterprise Sales

Europe Tel. +358.92.517.3030
U.S. Tel. +1.202.742.2901 
enterprise_sales@jetico.com

Visit us anytime at www.jetico.com

About Jetico
Jetico provides pure and simple data protection 
software for National Security, Compliance 
and Personal Privacy. Powerful yet easy to 
use, BCWipe and BestCrypt are engineered 
for a wide range of users from experts at large 
organizations to people at home.

Our Company:
•   Trusted for over 10 years by the U.S. 

Department of Defense and all top-10 
defense contractors

•   Focused expertise with highly responsive 
agility, both technically and commercially

•   Over 1 million users in over 100 countries
•   Over 20 years of experience

Our Mission and Vision:
We are the best solution to protect data at 
rest. Beyond unbreakable data protection,  
the best security works the way you do – 
naturally and transparently.

BestCrypt Volume Encryption – Enterprise Edition

•   Centralized management of disk encryption
•   Centralized deployment and monitoring
•   IT admins empowered with password recovery for rapid 

restoration of encrypted client data in emergencies

BestCrypt Container Encryption

•   Guarantees protection of your sensitive files or folders 
on an active computer, shared workstation, or network 
storage — even the cloud

•   Provides reliable encryption for files on any fixed drive or 
removable storage media in order to prevent data leaks 
from virtual threats

•   Available for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and Android (Beta)

AL SO AVAIL ABLE
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